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Abstract – In this study we evaluated a new approach for non-invasive viability measurement of
suspended plant cells (Solanum jasminoides callus tissue) using their intrinsic (natural) fluorescence.
Many currently used reagent-aided methods are based on detection of cellular metabolic activity,
such as enzymatic hydrolysis of fluorogenic substrates or physiological redox-reactions. For
example, esterases can hydrolyze a fluorogenic substrate, namely fluorescein diacetate (FDA) [6]
and stain viable cells with the highly fluorescent product fluorescein or in the case of reductases,
2,3,5-triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) and 3-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) can be
converted to formazan upon fully active mitochondria and hence stain viable cells [8].
Another group of methods probe primarily the physical properties of cells, such as cytoplasmic
streaming or membrane integrity [1]. In order to assay the membrane integrity, dyes like trypan
blue [2], neutral red [3], methylene blue [4], Evans blue [5], phenosafranine [6], propidium iodide [7],
SYTOX dyes [7] are widely used. These dyes cannot pass through a viable cell membrane but can
leak through disrupted membranes and subsequently stain specific internal contents, such as DNA of
non-viable cells (=dye exclusion method). After staining, the viability of the cells can be estimated via
a (fluorescence) microscope or a spectrometer.
Although these quantitative viability measures are used in laboratories worldwide and are considered
to be the gold-standard, yet none of them has been adopted as optimal and they have still limitations
whenever only a small amount of cell probe is available or the method should be non-invasive.
Sharon Sowan were among the first researchers who developed a noninvasive measurement of cell
viability based on infrared spectroscopy in order to understand “viability” in biochemical terms. They
found out that the level of intracellular CO2 production could be used as a viability determinant for
plant cells. The measurement of CO2 level could be carried out by cooling the suspended cells to
subzero temperatures and allowed estimation of viability using infrared spectroscopy [9].
In our study, the idea was to make use of autofluorescent molecules within cells, such as
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and others, which
reflect mitochondrial activity and thus could be used as natural “viability markers” [10]. For the
measurements, living Solanum callus cells (1 g) were first suspended in 0.9 % NaCl solution and
used to produce a series of dilutions. The overall fluorescence spectrum of the cells was measured
with the spectrofluorometer Jasco FP-8500 upon applying the excitation range of 200-350 nm and
the emission range of 250-400 nm with a bandwith of 5 nm. A sample with dead cells was prepared
by cooking (99°C) the living cells for max. 2 min. In order to achieve different cell viabilities, living and
dead cells were adequately mixed. For comparison purposes cell viability was in parallel also
quantitatively estimated using PI/FDA assay and fluorescence microscope observation.
Initial results of spectrofluorometric measurement showed, that with this method it is possible to
distinguish between 100 % living cells and 100 % dead cells (see Fig. 1) by using reference data. As
can be clearly seen in Fig. 1 (a) and (c), the intensity maxima values are shifting depending on the
viability of the cells. But at this stage is still not possible to announce a precise viability value. Further
experiments have to be conducted in order to eliminate all possible artefacts.
Other possible approaches would be the use of a viability index or the implementation of neural
network technology.
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Fig.1: (a) Is showing the spectrofluorometric data as intensity values of approx. 100 % viable cells, shown in (b) as FDA/
PI staining (green= living cells, red= dead cells). (c) Is showing the spectrofluorometric data as intensity values of 100 %
dead cells, which is shown in (d) as FDA/PI staining.
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